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• Hyper Kids
• The Migratory Intelligence
• Good Morning, Madhouse Speaking. How can I Help?
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• Juvenile Justice and Restorative Practices
• Insurgent Landscapes
• Young People between Palimpsest and Hypertext
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• How do you Write a Clinical Case Study?

Social and Political Philosophy
• From Disenchantment to Populism
• The Earth does not Belong to Us

Health & Beauty
• The Book of Natural and Organic Cosmetics

Medicine for the Community
• The Doctor at Home

Collection Medicine for the Community
More Aristotle and Less Concerta®
The four causes of ADHD
Marino Pérez Álvarez
The author argues in this essay that is possible to change the look towards the so-called ADHD, and understand it as a particular way of being children, with their qualities and difficulties, while offering aids and strategies to improve and reduce symptoms.
ISBN 978-84-16737-44-4
192 pages

Juvenile Justice and Restorative Practices
Strokes for the design of programs and for their implementation
Raúl Calvo Soler
An essential reading for those who want to learn to devise and implement restorative justice programs, especially in the field of young people in conflict with the criminal law, and those who seek a constructive and fairer alternative to the problems of retributive justice, based on the sanction.
ISBN 978-84-16737-33-8
192 pages
How do you Write a Clinical Case Study? Theoretical and clinical seminar

Enric Berenguer

In this work, the author try to answer the question about how to build what is usually called a clinical case, while analyzing two key concepts introduced by Freud, «interpretation» and «construction», as from the Lacanian orientation in psychoanalysis.

ISBN 978-84-16737-38-3
248 pages

Hyper Kids
Hyperactive, hypersexualized and hyperconnected childhoods

José Ramón Ubieto & Marino Pérez Álvarez

In a kind of dialogue, both authors highlight the current tendency of families to colonize the early stages of their children’s lives, and its consequences.

ISBN 978-84-16737-36-9
176 pages

From Disenchantment to Populism
Crossroads of an era

Jorge Alemán & Germán Cano

Argentinean psychoanalyst Jorge Alemán and Spanish philosopher Germán Cano provide us a cartography of the different crisis and perplexities to come.

224 pages
Insurgent Landscapes
Youth, networks and riots in the fall of civilization
Rossana Reguillo
This book seeks to rethink the questions we ask about the political cultures of young people and their collective action (#Yosoy132, #OWS, @NuitDebout, etc.).
208 pages

The Migratory Intelligence
Handbook for immigrants in difficulties
Joseba Achotegui
Here are a series of emotional, physical and social strategies to resist and get ahead in the difficult contexts that immigrants live today.
176 pages

The Earth does not Belong to Us
Rethink the territory and the nation
Yves Zarka & Enric Puig
A dialogue about the contemporary world through the constant crossing between politics, cultural studies, ecology, technology, philosophy, etc.
112 pages
Young People between Palimpsest and Hypertext

José Martín-Barbero

Compiles texts on young people written by the author over the last two decades that revolve around two central concepts: «palimpsest» and «hypertext».

320 pages

Youthpedia

Mapping of Ibero-American youth today

Carles Feixa & Patricia Oliart (Coords.)

A condensed encyclopedia of small knowledge and big questions about today’s types of youth: the hidden, submerged, emerging and visible.

ISBN 978-84-16737-02-4
320 pages

Bullying

A false exit for teenagers

José Ramón Ubieto (Coord.)

Teenagers, distressed and bewildered with the discovery of their sexualized body, treat bullying as a false exit: taking control over someone else’s body to protect theirs.

ISBN 978-84-944424-6-9
160 pages
Good Morning, Madhouse. How can I Help?

Isabel Márquez & Isabel Cabellos

The nurses Isabel Cabellos and Isabel Márquez have decided to relate the experiences and the mutations of a psychiatric institution.

ISBN 978-84-16737-29-1
224 pages

The Book of Natural and Organic Cosmetics

Everything you need to know about natural cosmetics

Jordi Cebrián, Manuel Nuñez & Claudina Navarro

Reviewing the potentially dangerous substances found in cosmetics, this book presents alternatives through 100 natural ingredients.

ISBN 978-84-938138-2-6
238 pages

The Doctor at Home
Reference manual

Paula Carrete, Esteban Rubinstein & Miguel Zárate

This book emerges as a tool to guide us in a simple and practical way to know what to do when we discover new symptoms in our body.

ISBN 978-84-16737-16-1
172 pages
MEDICINE FOR THE COMMUNITY

A collection written by medical specialists that will help patients and relatives to understand and coexist with the most frequent ailments improving their health.

Books for everybody that treat pathologies with scientific rigor and a clear language in a 14 x 20 cm format.

- *Manual to understand and treat obesity*, Dra. Ventriglia, et.al. 2015, p. 128
- *Manual to understand and treat headache*, Dr. Agosta et. al. 2013, p. 64.
- *Manual to understand and treat asthma*, Dra. de la Canal, Dr. Jinich & Dr. Talamini. 2013, p. 64.